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Note
Two pages are included at the end of the book offering some guidance on colors for certain 
illustrations. Other guidance can, of course, be found on the internet. However, in the case of black 
and white photographs, determination of original colors can be difficult. If you are having difficulty 
finding suggestions, consider researching scale-modeling resources: many fine modellers have spent 
years researching every nuance of color and equipment variations. However, generally, German 
armor was painted dunkelgrau (dark grey) early in the war, transitioning to dunkelgelb (dark 
yellow), often with red brown or dark green camouflage patterns starting in mid-1943. More detailed 
information can be found at panzerworld.com/german-armor-camouflage.

Likewise, German aircraft typically featured a light-blue underside, and a grey-green camouflage 
pattern on the top surfaces, or a light green-dark green pattern. Tropical aircraft were quite different. 
Many sources can be found online, including reference to original paint chips. Recommended 
search: Luftwaffe camouflage patterns.

The Bismarck illustration found in this volume is pre-war/early war in configuration. Later, the 
Bismarck was given a splinter camouflage pattern.  Feel free to color your illustration in either 
configuration.

Lastly, because of the level of detail in many of the illustrations, the use of colored pencils is 
recommended.
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List of Illustrations:
1. Reichsparteitag 1938 postcard
2. Hitler salutes Condor Legion
3. Neuschwanstein Castle by Adolf Hitler
4. Attack!
5. Bf-109G2
6. Hitler and Göring at airport
7. The Berghof
8. Bf-110
9. Battleship Bismarck
10. Braunau am Inn- Hitler’s birthplace
11. Fw-190
12. Jagdpanther
13. Hitler’s Ju-52
14. Watercolor by Adolf Hitler
15. Me-262 jet
16. Opel Blitz
17. 7.5cm PaK 40
18. 1936 Rally Postcard
19. Panther tank
20. 1938 Rally Postcard
21. Panzer III
22. Kdf-Wagen
23. Panzer IV
24. U-218
25. Junker Ju-87 Stuka
26. PzKpf. 38(t)
27. Sd.Kfz. 250
28. Kübelwagen
29. Schwimmwagen
30. The grave of a soldaten
31. Reference page -1
32. Reference page - 2
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Edward
(12) Jagpanther. A tank destroyer featuring the powerful 8.8cm PaK 43 main gun mounted on a Panther chassis.



Edward
(14) Water color by Adolf Hitler - (1913). While living in Vienna (1908-1913), Hitler often sold
      paintings and postcards such as this to earn a living.



Edward
(17) 7.5cm PaK 40 - A 75 millimetre anti-tank gun towed into postion or mounted on the Marder panzerjäger. It
         proved effective against all but the heaviest enemy armor.



Edward
(23) Panzerkampfwagen IV (Panzer IV) - A medium tank in production and service from 1939 to 1945.
        The most numerous German tank of the war, it formed the backbone of the Panzerwaffe.



The Third Reich Coloring Book

Explore the world and imagery of the Third Reich in this one-of-a-kind 
coloring book. Featuring iconic tanks, planes and other equipment, as well as 
famous events, period artwork and paintings by Adolf Hitler himself.

Images are gray scale, line-art, or a combination of the two, preserving 
important details. In addition, each image features a brief caption 
highlighting an aspect of the item in question, making coloring not only fun, 
but educational as well.

Many other coloring books have featured one or two subjects from the Third 
Reich. None have been entirely devoted to it until now. 

If you are interested in the Third Reich, the legacy of National Socialism, and how 
many people are still active today working to preserve the history and culture of the 
White race, please visit us at www.ANP14.com. 

This book is available for download at no charge to those who donate to the Amerian 
Nazi Party and is not for sale.


